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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce the notion of reduction for any subset S of the 3-dimensional 
box B(p, q, r) = [p] × [q] x [r]. This yields an equivalence relation in B(p, q, r). Our main 
theorem states that S is additive if and only if any reduction of S is additive. It follows that a 
set is additive if and only if the irreducible set in its equivalence class is additive. In this way, 
out of each additive irreducible set, we produce lots of examples of additive sets and therefore 
of sets of uniqueness. 
We also introduce a class of subsets of B(p, q, r) we call pyramids. They do not have 2-bad 
configurations and do have essentially one kind of 3-bad configurations. We use them to give 
examples and counterexamples. Pyramids have been studied since MacMahon under the name 
of plane partitions. 
1. Introduction 
For a positive integer m let [m] := { I , . . . ,  m}. Given a subset S of  the 3-dimensional 
box B = B(p, q, r) := [p] × [q] x [r] we consider the cardinalities of  its slices parallel 
to the coordinate planes 
")'i - -  ]{ (XI, X2, X3 
~/ - -  I { (X~, X2, X3 
"k = I{ (Xl, X2, X3 
ES Ix l  =i}1 ,  l~ i<~p,  
ESIx2=j}[, l<~.j<<,q, 
ES Ix3=k}[  , l<~k<~r. 
(1) 
The n-tuples 2s = (21 . . . .  2p), /~s ~- (k t l , . . . ,#q)  and vs ---(v i , . . . ,  v,.) are composi-  
tions of  the cardinality of  S, that is, its coordinates are non-negative integers whose 
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sum is ISI. S is a set of uniqueness if it is the only subset of B with slice compositions 
2s, kls and Vs. Sets of uniqueness were considered in [2], where the authors gave a 
characterization f them by the absence of certain configurations in B. However their 
characterization is hard to apply; for example, they need considerable ffort (Theorem 
5) to prove that their set 5'2 in page 155 is a set of uniqueness. Fishburn et al. [2] also 
introduced a related class of sets, that of additive sets (see Section 2 for the definition). 
This class of sets is strictly contained in the class of sets of uniqueness, and, as we 
will see, it is easier to handle. 
In this paper we introduce the notion of reduction of a set (Definition 2.2) and we 
define an equivalence relation in B: Two subsets of B are box equivalent if both can 
be reduced to a third set. We prove that in each equivalence class there is exactly one 
irreducible set; every set in this class can be reduced to it (Proposition 4.7). Our main 
result (Theorem 2.4). states that a set S in B is additive if and only if any reduction of 
S is additive. It follows from this result that S is additive if and only if the irreducible 
set in its equivalence class is additive. Unfortunately, the analogous result for sets of 
uniqueness does not hold. In Example 3.7 we give an example of a set which is not 
a set of uniqueness and can be reduced to a set of uniqueness. 
Since we do not have a practical characterization f sets of uniqueness and since it 
does not seem easy to find one, one would try to restrict he problem of finding such 
characterization to a smaller, nicer class of subsets of B. Here we consider a class of 
subsets of B which we call pyramids. We chose to work with them because pyramids 
do not allow 2-bad configurations (Proposition 3.2). We do not provide the desired 
characterization for pyramids, but at least we observe that pyramids do allow essentially 
one kind of 3-bad configurations (Theorem 5.1 ). We also give two examples of additive 
pyramids: dice pyramids (Theorem 3.4) and armchair pyramids (Proposition 3.6). 
Finally, we show (Example 3.7) a pyramid which is not a set of uniqueness, but 
it does have neither 2- nor 3-bad configurations. In Section 5 in [2] the question 
was raised that if there is a finite upper bound on k for k-bad configurations one 
need not go beyond to determine whether S C_B(p,q,r), for arbitrary p, q, r, is a 
set of uniqueness. Our example shows that if this upper bound exists, it has to be at 
least 4. 
Benkart pointed out that pyramids have been studied before under the disguise of 
plane partitions. In fact, MacMahon [3, Section 423] was already aware of the one-to- 
one correspondence b tween plane partitions and pyramids (see Definition 3.1). In the 
last years much has been done with the enumeration of plane partitions with symmetry. 
See, for example, [4] and [5]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the definitions and 
results contained in [2] which are relevant o our work. Then we state the main results. 
In Section 3 we consider pyramids. Section 4 contains the proofs of Theorem 2.4 and 
Proposition 2.5. Finally, in Section 5 we show that pyramids have essentially one kind 
of 3-bad configuration. 
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2. Main results 
Let S be a subset of the 3-dimensional box B = B(p, q, r) = [p] × [q] x Jr]. S is 
additive if there are functions f l  : [P] ~ R, f2 :[q] --+ R and f3 : Jr] --+ R such that, 
for all x = (Xl,X2,X3) in B 
3 
x E S if and only if Efi(xi)>>.O. (2) 
i--I 
The property of S being additive is independent of the box in which S is embedded. 
A k-bad configuration for S (k>~2) is a pair of lists (Z, W) consisting of k distinct 
vectors z 1 . . . . .  z* in S and k distinct vectors w I . . . . .  w k in B \ S such that Z and W 
have the same slice compositions, that is, ).z = 2w, #z =/~w and vz = vw. A weakly 
k-bad configuration for S is the same as a k-bad configuration except that the vectors 
z~,... ,z k and wl, . . . ,w k do not have to be distinct. 
The following results in [2] are of interest: ( l )  S is a set of uniqueness if and only 
if it has no k-bad configuration for all k~>2. (2) S is additive if and only if it has no 
weakly k-bad configuration for all k >~ 2. (3) Every additive set is a set of uniqueness, 
but not conversely. 
Set theoretic partitions 2.1. It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of ordered partitions ~ = (PI . . . . .  P~) of [p] with ~ blocks and the 
set of surjective maps f : [p ]  --~ [:~]; the correspondence b ing given by 
f (a )  -- i ¢===> a ~ Pi. (3) 
Let ,~ be an unordered partition of the set [p] with blocks P1 . . . . .  P:. In this 
paper we follow the convention of indexing the blocks in .~ in such a way that 
i < j ¢==> minPi < minPj,  for all 1 <~i,j<~. Then we indicate that we have or- 
dered the blocks of ~a as explained with the notation ~ = (P1 . . . . .  P~), and denote 
by f,~ the surjective raap corresponding to the partition .~ with the order just de- 
fined. Let 27 -: (Q1 .... ,Q/3) be a partition of [q] and :~ = (Ri .... ,R:,) be a partition 
of [r]. Each triple of partitions :Y-=(,~, °2,~) yields a way of shrinking or reducing 
the box B(p, q, r) to the box B(~,fi, 7) and some subsets of  B(p, q, r) to subsets of 
B(~,/:¢,7 ). This is done by means of the map fT :  B(p, q,r)  --~ B(~,[3,7) given by 
fy(xl,x2,x3) = (f#(xl),f~(x2),j(}(x3)). We also need the following right inverse of  
fT.  Let g',': [~] -+ [P] be defined by g.#(i) := minPi for all i E [:~]. Then we de- 
fine g.#: B(~,fl, y) --~ B(p, q, r) by g j ( i , j ,  k) := (9:,,(i),gj(j),g.#(k)). We have that 
Definition 2.2. Let S be a subset of B(p, q, r) and let ~ = (Pl . . . . .  P~), 
3 = (QI,...,QI~) and .~ = (R1 .... ,R;.) be set partitions of [p], [q] and [r], respec- 
tively. We say that S is compatible with the triple Y = (~, :~, ~)  if for all Pi E .~, 
Q /~ 2, Rk ~ ~ the following holds: (Pi× Qj ×R*)NS¢~Pi× Qj XRkC_S. If 
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S is compatible with the triple J -  we define the reduction of S with respect o 3- by 
red : (S )  : :  f : (S).  Two subsets $1, $2 of  B(p, q, r) are box equivalent if both can 
be reduced to a same set T. We say that a set S is irreducible if it cannot be reduced 
to a set of  smaller cardinality. Note that J -  = (2,  2, ~)  defines a partition of the box 
B(p, q, r) into smaller boxes. The set S is compatible with Y if and only if S is made 
of by some of those boxes; the map f~- reduces S to red y(S)  by shrinking each box 
to a point. 
Example 2.3. (1) Let Ym : :  ({1}, {2} .... , {m}) be the finest partition of [m]. Every 
set S is compatible with the triple (2p, Yq,~r). Therefore, S can be reduced to S. (2) 
Any box B(a,b,c)CB(p, q, r) can be reduced to the cube B(I, 1, 1). (3) Let a,b,c be 
integers such that l~<a < p, l~<b < q and l~<c < r. The hook set H(a,b,c) := 
B(a+I , I ,1)UB(1,b+I ,1)UB(1,  I , c+ I )  can be reduced to l l ( i ,1 ,1 ) .  
Our main results are the following. They will be proved in Section 4. 
Theorem 2.4. Let S be a subset of B(p, q, r) compatible with the triple of partitions 
Y=(~@,~,~) .  Then S is additive if and only if red~-(S) is additive. 
Proposition 2.5. Box equivalence is an equivalence relation in B(p, q, r). 
The analogous statement of  Theorem 2.4 for sets of uniqueness is not true (see 
Example 3.7). However one implication still holds. 
Lemma 2.6. Let S be a subset of B(p, q, r) compatible with a triple of partitions 
J=(~,~,~) .  I f  S is a set of uniqueness then red~-(S) is a set of uniqueness. 
ProoL It follows from Lemma 4.1. [] 
3. Pyramids 
In this section we introduce a class of  subsets of B(p, q, r) we call pyramids. We 
are interested in them because, they do not have 2-bad configurations (Proposition 3.2) 
and when they are not sets of  uniqueness, they allow essentially one kind of  3-bad 
configurations (Theorem 5.1). We use them to give some examples and counterexam- 
ples. Pyramids have been considered since MacMahon [3] under the disguise of  plane 
partitions. 
Definition 3.1. A subset SC_B(p,q,r) is a pyramid if for all (a, b, c) E S and for 
all (x, y, z) c B(p, q, r) the conditions x<~a, y<~b and z<~c imply (x, y, z) E S. A 
plane partition with at most p rows, at most q columns and largest part ~< r is a p × q 
integer matrix ~ = (~zij), such that 0 ~< ~zij ~<r and the rows and columns of ~z are weakly 
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decreasing (see, for example, [3, Section 421], [4]). There is a well-known one-to-one 
correspondence between pyramids S CB(p ,q , r )  and plane partitions 7r - (Tr~¢) with 
at most p rows, at most q columns and such that 0~<rc~i~<r (see [3, Section 423]). 
The correspondence is given in the following way: If S C B(p ,q , r )  is a pyramid, then 
one defines 7zs = (re!i) by 7cij = I{~" E [F] [ ( i , j , k )  ~ S}l. And conversely, if 
~z - (~zii) is a plane partition, then one defines the pyramid S(~) : -  {( i , j ,  k) ~. 
B(p, q, r ) ]  1 ~<k~<rci/}. 
Proposition 3.2. A pyramid S C_ B(p,q, r) does not have 2-bad configurations. 
Proof. Let us suppose that S has a 2-bad configuration (Z, W). It follows easily from 
the definition of 2-bad configuration, that the points of Z, and similarly the points of" 
W, do not lie on a line parallel to a coordinate axis. Then the definition of pyramid 
implies that the two points of Z do not lie on a plane parallel to a coordinate plane. 
The remaining possibility is that the two points of Z lie on diagonally opposite vertices 
of a cube and that the points of W correspond to a second pair of diagonally opposite 
vertices of the same cube. Since S is a pyramid, a simple case-by-case analysis shows 
that S ~ W ya 0, a contradiction. E2 
However, there are pyramids that have 3-bad configurations. The following are the 
smallest examples (see Theorem 5.1). 
Example 3.3. The pyramid $1 := B(1,2,3) U B(2,3, 1).J B(3, 1,2) has the 3-bad con- 
figuration Z := {(1 ,2 ,3 ) , (2 ,3 ,  1),(3, 1,2)}, W := {(1, 3, 2),(2, 1, 3),(3, 2, 1)}. If 
we define $2 : ($1 \ Z )U  W we obtain another set with the same slice compositions 
as Si. A 3-bad configuration for $2 is (W,Z). $2 can also be defined as the union 
B(1 .3 ,2 )UB(2 ,1 ,3 )UB(3 ,2 ,1 )  (see Figs. 1 and 2). 
We next give two examples of pyramids that are additive sets, and therefore sets of 
uniqueness. 
Theorem 3.4. For any 1 <~ k <~ p the kth dice pyramid 
P~ := { (x~, x2, x3) ~ B(p, p, p) i Xl + x2 + x3 <~ k + 2 } 
is an additive set. 
Proof. Let a : -  max{x C [p] I (x, x, x) q Pk }. Then 3a<~k+2 < 3(a+ 1). Let b be 
the only integer such that 4(k + 2 - 3a) < b < ~(k + 3 - 3a). Let f : [p ]  -~ R be 
defined by f (x )  - 4a + b - 4x and let ,['i : f ,  for 1 ~<i ~< 3. It follows easily that the 
f i ' s  satisfy condition (2). [] 
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Fig. 1. S1 Fig. 2. $2 
Definition 3.5. For 1 ~<a < b < c, let PS(a,b,c):--- U(x,y,z)B(x,y,z), where the union 
runs over the six triples (x, y,z) obtained by permuting the coordinates of (a, b, c). We 
call it an armchair pyramid. We have 
Proposition 3.6. For 1 <~a < b < c, PS(a,b,c) & additive. 
Proof. Since PS(a,b,c) can be reduced to PS(1,2,3), it is enough, by Theorem 2.4, to 
prove that PS(1,2, 3) is additive. We suppose PS(1,2, 3) C B(3, 3, 3). Let f : [3] ~ R 
be defined by f (1 )  := 5, f (2 )  := -1 and f (3 )  :-- -3,  and let f i  := f ,  for 1 ~<i~<3. 
One easily checks that the fi's satisfy condition (2). [] 
We conclude this section with an example that serves two purposes. On the one 
hand, it shows that the converse of Lemma 2.6. does not hold. On the other hand, 
it gives a pyramid that has neither 2- nor 3-bad configurations, but it has a 6-bad 
configuration. So one needs to consider at least 2-, 3-, and 4-bad configurations in 
order to determine whether a set S C_B(p,q,r) is a set of uniqueness or not. 
Example 3.7. Let S and R (Figs. 3 and 4) be the pyramids corresponding to the 
plane partitions ns and nR, respectively (see Definition 3.1). S is compatible with the 
triple of partitions ~ = ({1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 5}, {6}), ~ = ~ = ({1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}), 
and R is the corresponding reduction. A 6-bad configuration for S is given by Z := 
{(1, 5, 4),(2, 3, 5),(3, 2, 3),(4, 4, 1),(5, 4, 1),(6, 1, 2)} and W := {(1, 4, 5),(2, 4, 4), 
(3, 5, 1),(4, 2, 2),(5, 1, 3),(6, 3, 1)}. Theorem 5 in [2] shows thatR is a set of unique- 
ness. The authors of [2] also gave a weakly 6-bad configuration for R. We constructed 
S by thickening R in such a way that the weakly 6-bad configuration for R becomes 
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Since S is a pyramid, it does not have 2-bad configurations. Suppose S has a 3-bad 
configuration (Z, W). Then by Corollary 5.2 either ~s or its transpose contain a 3 x 3 
submatrix a satisfying the set of inequalities (6). Since both cases are treated in a 
similar way, we suppose that it is 7rs which contains the 3 x 3 submatrix a. It follows 
easily from the set of  inequalities that the rows of  ~r are all different. Then rows 4 and 
5 of ~Zs contains at most one row of  a. This implies that rte contains a as a submatrix; 
then R has a 3-bad configuration. This contradicts Theorem 5 in [2]; therefore, S does 
not have 3-bad configurations. Note that one can also directly check that ~rs and its 
transpose does not contain 3 × 3 submatrices cr satisfying (6). So, one may avoid the 
use of Theorem 5 in [2]. 
4. Proofs of main results 
Theorem 2.4. follows from the following lemma, which is easy to prove. 
Lemma 4.1. Let S CB(p ,q , r )  be a set compatible with the triple of  partitions ~--= 
(7 ,~,~) .  I f  (z 1 . . . . .  zk; w I . . . . .  w k) is a weakly k-bad configuration for S, then 
(f~-(z 1 ) , . . . ,  f~-(z k ); f~-(w I ) . . . . .  f~-(w k)) is a weakly k-bad configuration for red.~-(S). 
And if (z 1 . . . . .  zk; w 1 . . . . .  w k) is a (weakly) k-bad configuration Jor red j (S ) ,  
then (9,f(z I) . . . . .  g¢(zk ) ;g j (w  1) . . . . .  9.~-(wk)) is a (weakly) k-bad configuration 
for S. [] 
Proposition 2.5. is a consequence of the following three lemmas. 
Set theoretic partit ions 4.2. Let m be a positive integer. The set .YT(m) of all parti- 
tions of the set [m] is ordered by refinement: Let 7 ,  ~ E 5'~7(m), then 7~<.~ if each 
block of 7 is contained in some block of  ~. With this ordering APT(m) is a lattice. 
The join or sup ~ V ~ of  two partitions 7 ,  ~ in 5PT(m) can be described as follows: 
Two elements a,b E[m] are in the same block of  7 V ~ if and only if there exists 
uo . . . . .  ut E[m] such that a = u0, b = ut and ui-i and ui are in the same block of 7 
or in the same block of .~ for all 1 <~i<~t. For details see [1, p. 13]. 
Lemma 4.3. Let 7 ,  7 ~ be partitions of  [p], ~, 22 ~ be partitions of  [q] and :~, ~ be 
partitions of  Jr]. Let S C_ B(p, q, r). I f  S is compatible with the triple (7 ,  ~, ~)  and if 
Y <~7, S <<.~ and ~ '  <~.~, then S is compatible with the triple (Y ,~ ' ,~) .  I f  S is 
compatible with the triples (7 ,~,~)  and (7 ' ,~ ' ,~ ' ) ,  then S is compatible with the 
triple (7  V 7 ' ,  :~ V ~', ~ V ~').  
Proof. The first claim is easy. For the second let 7 V 7 '  = (Ai . . . . .  A(), ~ V ~'  = 
(BI . . . . .  B, )  and ~V~'  = (Cx . . . . .  Co) and suppose Ai xB j  × Ck~S ¢ O. Let (ao, bo, co) 
be an element of  the intersection. Let (a, b, c) E Ai × By × Ck. Since ao, a C Ai, there 
exists a sequence a j , . . . ,an  in [p] such that an = a and at-l ,az are contained in the 
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same block o f~ or in the same block o f ,~  ~ for all 1 <~l<~n. Since (a0, b0, co) ~ S it 
follows inductively from the hypothesis that (a, b0, co) ~ S. Similarly, we prove that 
(a, b, co) ~ S and that (a, b, c) ~ S. Therefore Ai x B~ × C, C_S. [] 
Lemma 4.4. Let SCB(p ,q , r )  be compatible with the triple J -  (~,'2,.~) and 
red~-(S)C_B(~,[L,,) be compatible with the triple J '  = C~',3 ' , .~') .  Let ~", '2" 
and ;~" be partitions corresponding to the compositions j~, o f~, J), o j )  and .~~, o.~) 
respectively (see (3) in Section 2). Then S is compatible with the triple ,Y" = 
(~", S ' ,  ,~" ) and red ~,, (S) = redy, (red~(S)). 
We can restate the lemma in the following way: If T is a reduction of R and R is 
a reduction of S, then T is a reduction of S. 
Proof. Because of the definitions of reduction and of ,Y-" we only have to prove that 
S is compatible with 3-". Note that if ,~ = (PI .. . . .  P~) and J = (P', . . . . .  PI~), then 
~"  has ~ blocks and the lth block is P'/= (f#, o f~) - I ( l )  Ui~e; Pi for all 1 ~< l ~< ~. 
Similarly for ~ '  and ~'~. From this our claim follows. 
Definition 4.5. Let :~ = (P1 . . . . .  P~), ~ '  =: (P'I . . . . .  P~) be partitions of [p] such that 
,~'~<,~. Then ~<~. We define a partition ~./Y, = (P'I',...,U'~, of [~] as follows: 
l ~ P;' if and only i fP ICP i  for all i ~ [~], l c [~]. We may think of ~/~ '  as a 
quotient partition: in each block of ~ we identify to a point all the points contained 
in a block of ~ ' .  Then it is easy to see that .{~.~, o .[~, J). 
Lemma 4.6. Let .Y~ =( ;~,3 ,~)  and J-~ --= (~ ' ,3 ' , .~ ' )  be triples of partitions such 
that SC_B(p,q,r) is compatible with ,Y- and ,Y-'. Suppose that ,~'<~,~, 2'<~'2 and 
.~' <~. Then red T,(S) is compatible with the triple ,£-/.Y-' :-(.'~/J~','2/'2',,~/.~') 
and redT(S) = red~/7, (redT,(S)). 
Proof. Since the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.4. We omit it. [] 
For a set S C_ B(p,q,r) let index be the set of all triples of partitions compatible with 
S by {(:~,31,.~t)}i~L. Let us define ~s  :=: sup{ .~  ] l ~ L } and similarly ~s and ~.s,. 
It follows from Lemma 4.3 that S is compatible with the triple J~(S) := ( ,~s, Js,~s).  
If R is any reduction of S and ,y~ = (.~,3,.~) is a triple of partitions such that R 
red~(S), then by Lemma 4.6 redT<s)(S)=--redylst 7( redy(S)   = redT~s).y(R). This 
means that red yls)(S) is a reduction of any reduction of S. We have proved 
Proposition 4.7. Each box equivalence class in B(p, q, r) contains a set which is a 
reduction of every set in this class. This is the irreducible set ~/" the class. It is .lust 
red~s)(S)  Jor any S in the class. 
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5. 3-bad configurations for pyramids 
In this section we sketch a proof of the fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem 
(Z, W) is 
5.1. I f  (Z, W) is a 3-bad confi,quration for a pyramid SCB(p,q,r) ,  then 
of one of the Jorms indicated below. 
,q h i 
d 0 0 0 0 0 z 0 w 0 
e 0 0 w 0 0 0 z 0 0 
f 0 z 0 w 0 0 0 0 0 
X 3 = a X 3 = b x3 = c 
(4) 
,q h i 
d 0 0 0 0 0 w 0 z 0 
e 0 0 z 0 0 0 w 0 0 
f 0 w 0 z 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) 
X 3 = a X 3 = b X 3 ~--- C 
The notation in (4) means that a < b < c, d < e < f and ,q < h < i and 
that Z = {(f,h,a),(d,i,b),(e,,q,c)} and W = {(e,i,a),(f,,q,b),(d,h,c)}. Similarly for 
(5). Since (5) is obtained from (4) by transposing the three matrices in (4), we have 
essentially one kind of  3-bad configuration for pyramids. 
Let (Z, W) be a 3-bad configuration for a set SC_B(p,q,r), let 2 = 2z, # = #z 
and v = Vz be the slice compositions of Z and hence of W (see (1) in Section 1). 
These are composit ions of  the number 3, hence the choices for 2, # and v are (after 
omitting possible O's): (3), (2, 1), (1,2) and (1, 1, 1). We have to consider only the 
fol lowing cases: Case 1:2  = # -- (1, 1, 1) and v = (3). Case 2:2  = # = (I ,  1, 1) and 
v = (2, 1). Case 3: `( = # = (1, 1, 1) and v = (1,2). Case 4: `( - # = v = (1, 1, 1). 
Case 5: , (=(1 ,  1, 1), ll =(1 ,2 )  and v = (2,1). Case 6: 2=(1 ,  1, 1), #=( l ,2 )  and 
v = (1,2). Case 7: `( = (1, 1, 1), /~ = (2, 1) and v = (2, 1). 
It follows from the list of  the seven cases that the projection of  Z onto the plane 
x3 = 0 yields (after el imination of rows and columns made of O's) either one of the 
six permutation matrices of size 3 x 3 or one of  the following matrices of size 3 x 2: 
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
The three l ' s  in these matrices will be distributed in one, two or three levels, 
according to the number of  positive coordinates of  v. We denote these levels by lower, 
middle and upper i f  v = (1, 1, 1); lower and upper if  v = (1,2) or v = (2, 1); and upper 
if  v = (3), 
Using the fact that S is a pyramid, one can easily check that none of  the following 
situations hold for a 3-bad configuration (Z, W) of S. For the six permutation matrices: 
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(i) A 1 in position (3,3) located on any level. (ii) A 1 in position (1,3),(2,3),(3, 1) 
or (3,2) located on the upper let:el. (iii) A 1 in position (2,3) or (3,2) located on 
the mi~klle le~'el. (iv) Two l 's  located on the lower level: one of  them in position 
(2,3) or (3,2). (v) A 1 in position (2.2) located on the upper level. And fi)r the six 
3 × 2 matrices. (vi) A 1 in position (3,2) located on any let'el. (vii) A 1 m position 
(1,2),(2,2) or (3, 1) located on the upper level. (viii) Two l's in positions (3, 1) and 
(2,2) located on the lower level. (ix) Two l'x in positions (3, 1) and (1.2) located 
on the lower level. 
Finally, using remarks (i) (ix) we conclude that in the tburth case only the 3-bad 
configurations (4) and (5) are possible, and that in the remaining cases no 3-bad 
configuration is possible. 
Corollary 5.2. Let S GB(p ,q , r )  be a pyramid with cls.s'ocktted p&ne partition ~.  
Then S has a 3-bad configuration !/' and onh' !/" there exists positive inte:/ers 
a < b < c such that either ~s or it,s" transpo,s'e contains a 3 × 3 submatri_\ a = (o-,.:) 
satLy/i'in:/ 
~723 < a~<o32~<a31 < b~<<713~<o12 < c~<621. (6) 
Proof, The 3-bad configuration (4) for S implies that the 3 × 3 submatrix of ~s 
corresponding to the rows d, e and ,1 and columns g, h and i satisfies the inequali- 
ties in (6). The 3-bad configuration (5) is treated in the same way. The converse is 
similar. 
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